A&M August issue will have an exclusive interview with MG Kurt J. Stein, TACOM LCMC Commander.

Final Deadline Notice, Thursday July 14th COB. The August issue of Armor & Mobility will go off to print on this date!

EDITORIAL FEATURES IN THIS ISSUE INCLUDE:
* JPO LRIP MATV
* CRWS Stabilized Sensors for Target Tracking with full-Motion Video
* PEO Integration on Single Battlefield Networking
* APO CECOM CUSR
* PEO GCS Strategic Leaders
* Tactical LED Lighting
* Electro-optic Shot Detection
* SUGVs with ISR

Exclusive to A&M from the frontlines of USMC Combat Operations Centers (COCs) as they roll out the next evolution of integrated C2 upgrades.

BONUS Distribution
* Mil Vehicle Expo in Cobo Center
* Soldier Tech in Ft. Bragg
* TCP in Nashville
* Enforcement Expo in Vegas
* Mil Antennas in DC
* Homeland Security in DC

SPECIAL SECTION ON: Tactical Vehicles - specifically how ANSTEEL Depot takes the lead in servicing and maintaining these mission critical platforms such as:
- M1A1A2 Abrams, M2A1/M3A3 Bradley, M113 (APC)
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sales@tactialdefensemedia.com